
Current Comment

INFANTILE PARALYSIS IN 1010 AND 1011

While the number of cases of infantile paralysis in
1911 was not nearly so large as that in 1910, yet the
collected statistics, as given in Public Health Reports,
Apiil 1!), 1912, show that the disease was widely dis-
tributed throughout the United States. The number
of reported cases in 1910 was 5,861, with 950 deaths;
in 1911, 1,931 cases with I 10 deaths. These figures are
taken from the reports of states in which the disease
was reportable and from the printed bulletins of some

other states. The report compiled by the Bureau of the
Census from the registration area shows that the num-
ber of deaths for 1910 was 1,-159. The data, however,
are incomplete, and therefore the number of cases was

undoubtedly considerably larger than these figures
indicate. The deaths are probably more completely
reported (ban the total number of cases. These ligures,
however, bear out our previous knowledge (bat the dis-
ease has altérnale active and more or less quiescent
periods owing to lack of susceptible individuals or to
the attenuation of (he in feel ion. Both causes probably
operate. An extension of (be registration area to all of
the states and the securing of complete reports would
no doubt greatly increase the number of reported eases

and would give valuable aid in the cpideiniologic study
of the disease.

.

THE PREPARATION OF MANUSCRIPTS FOR
PUBLICATION

The preparation for publication of the many papers
read in the annual meetings, not to mention the volun-
teer contributions, is a more formidable (ask in Tino
Journal office than many imagine. It is not probable
that even authors who are extremely careful in the
preparation of their manuscripts realize the amount of
editorial work required on them before they arc ready
for the printer. Willi a little care and attention Io a

few simple suggestions, this labor could Tie greatly
lessened, while no more- work would be imposed on the
writers of papers. It. would, of course, require too much
space here to mention all the points to which authors
may profitably give special care. This subject, more-

over, has been fully covered in a recent publication.1
Attention, however, may be called to two or three points.
It is almost needless to say thai in (his day manuscripts
should be typewritten; in fact, nearly all of them are
so prepared. But many are written in whole or in part
with single spacing

—

an inexcusable fault, since double
or triple spacing, which gives room for adding subheads,
directions to the printer, etc., is just as easy. We bave
previously* mentioned the frequent lapses found in case

reports. A third matter to which attention should be
called concerns references to other papers or authors.
Tino JOURNAL publishes a pamphlet1' explaining the
bibliographie style followed in this office. It is better to

treat bibliographic references as foot-notes; and all foot-
notes, bibliographic or not, should be numbered con-

secutively in a single series from the beginning to the
end of the paper. This may seem trivial, but is really
important. If the author wishes to refer, further on in
his article, to an author and publication already cited
in precisely the same manner, he need not repeal the
foot-note, but should merely use the reference number
already assigned to that particular foot-note. In the
manuscript the foot-notes may be placed at'the bottom
of the pages or at the end of the paper. Care in follow-
ing these few simple directions and in reading manu-
scripts over after they have been copied will earn the
undying gratitude of manuscript editors, compositors
and proof-readers, not to mention tbe "ultimate" readers.
It will also repay the author with the consciousness of
having produced a creditable piece of work.

SOME ROMANTIC RUnBTSH OF PSEUDOSCIENCE

The average editor is often tempted to quote a striking
or interesting item without due regard to the correctness
of the information given or the weight of authority
sustaining it. The moro striking an item is, however,
the greater the chance that, having gone through a great
many hands,- it may be correspondingly full of errors.
An example in point is an inventory of the constituents
of an average man of 150 pounds alleged to be based on
chemical analysis. There is said to be enough hydrogen
in combination in such an average man to fill a balloon
and carry him above the clouds; enough lime to white-
wash a chicken-coop; enough sulphur to rid a dog of
fleas. These and other points mentioned made the
paragraph seem of enough value to be printed not only
in newspapers, but also in several medical journals. But
I hese are the only items that are uniform in all versions.
In one paper a man is said to contain enough iron for
one medium-sized nail; in another, four ten-penny nails.
In one his fat is alleged to be sufficient to make a cake of
soap: in another, seven bars. The phosphorus constit-
uent is said in one paper to be sufficient to make 2,200
matches, and in another, 8,0(54 boxes of matches—some
difference. The average editor, to be sure, may argue
that the items are interesting no matter which amounts
arc the correct ones. The heading used in one paper is
"Cnronianlie but Scientific." We submit that a better
one would be "Romantic but Unscientific Rot."

OXYGEN INTOXICATION

It was recently asked if the authorities in charge of
the Olympian (iames this year to be held in Stockholm
would permit the competitors to carry oxygen bags to
take whifi's from while they run: it was contended—and
this by so eminent a scientist as Sir Edwin Ray Lankes'ter
—that "as oxygen gas is not a drug, but as natural an

article of consumption as water, there seems to be no

reason why the runner should be disqualified from
refreshing himself with it, as he may with water or

soup." Oxygen gas is a drug in the sense that it has
therapeutic value in affections of impaired respiration;
such ae comas and lobar pneumonia, Otherwise pure
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oxygen is as deleterious as any stimulant, for the stimu-
lation is followed by depression. Frequent intoxication
by this means must inevitably exhaust the vitality and
shorten life. Nor is it true that "pure oxygen is as

natural an article of consumption as water." Oxygen is
safe for those in health only in its mixture as atmos-
pheric air, with several parts of nitrogen. This is the
only suitable form of oxygen inhalation for normal indi-
viduals— the form to which human and all other life
has during' the ages become adapted. Meddling with
Nature is bound to be disastrous in the long run. Ath-
letes have before this been given "jags" of undiluted
oxygen, to stimulate them to outdistance their opponents.
But such oxygen-made records will not for a moment
stand in the estimation of a true sportsman, because they
are not made under the conditions with which human
life must ordinarily cope. Besides, such "sport" must
inevitably invite collapse, ruined myocardia and prema-
ture death.

A MEMORIAL PLANNED TO BE FORGOTTEN

It seems contradictory to charge the founder of a
memorial with plotting its destruction, and yet it is
easily possible so to arrange a commemorating institu-
tion that its existence is self-limited. An instance in
point is the passing of a library left as a memorial to a
physician, and housed in a building which he provided.
There was no fund for the adding of books to this
library. The result was that it contained only the books
that were left by the physician himself, and these of
course were old. Pew of them, however, were old enough
to be of great value; only one or two were rare books.
the others only the ordinary type of fifty odd years ago.
The income consisted solely of the rents from the build-
ing itself, whjch was managed by the heirs to whom the
building was to revert when it ceased to be self-support-
ing. The natural result was that finally the income was
not sufficient to maintain the place. The matter was
taken into court and permission given to close it up.
Libraries, when they cease to add new books, also become
dead and therefore, apart from sentiment, there may be
little to regret in the fact that this library protracts no

longer its separate existence. Indeed, it is possible that
there is too much striving for post-mortem immortality,
and that a similar euthanasia for some other memorials
would be a good tbing for the world. Still, one must
not disparage the pious sentiment that seeks to per-
petuate the names and virtues of the dead, and since
memorials must be the form in which many good works
are embodied, it is instructive to note an examnla of the
vvhv in which a memorial should not be planned.

THE ATLANTIC CITY SESSION

Next month the American Medical Association will
hold an annual session at Atlantic City for the fourth
time. This week we devote considerable space to the
subject, especially to the programs of the fourteen sec-
tions. A glance at these programs will ieve.il that a

variety of first-class scientific work is to be offered; in
Tact, one cannot realize the •variety, the number and the
character of the subjects to be discussed without realizing

what modern medicine means, and what tremendous
educational and uplifting influence such meetings as the
annual sessions of the American Medical Association
must be. But, while the scientific programs will be
attractive to every medical man interested in his pro-
fessional work, these gatherings offer opportunities for
relaxation, for social enjoyment and for professional
intercourse that can be obtained at no other time and
under no other circumstances. There are brought
together the city physician, the physician from a remote
corner of the country, the specialist, the laboratoryworker and the research student — all coming together
for a common purpose: the improvement of self and of
others. Ordinarily, after meetings had been held three
times at one city, thai city itself might not be considered
any attraction. With Atlantic City, however, it is differ-
ent. Here, indeed, it is less the city than the location—
the proximity to tbe mighty, ever-changing Atlantic
Ocean

—

that offers tbe attraction, especially to the
inlander. Atlantic City, however, is practically attrac-
tive because it offers hotel facilities that are unique, in
that there is accommodation for all who attend: those
who want luxuries and arc willing to pay for them caa
get them; those who are satisfied with plain, ordinary,
every-day rooms and living can get them at a reasonable
expense. Then, the Atlantic City people intend to do as

they did before: make it pleasant for all who attend.
They are, as usual, preparing for the coining meeting,and are evidently determined to make it even more
satisfactory than any of flic previous sessions. Appear-
ances indicate that the coming session at Atlantic City
will be the largest ever held by the Association.

DR. PEARSONS
Willi flic deafb of Dr. I). Iv. Pearsons, chronicled in

another column of this issue, a remarkable character has
passed away. After practicing medicine in New England
for a few years, Dr. Pearsons came to the west and
engaged in the real estate business, in which he made a
fortune of several million dollars. For many years past
he has been happily busy dispensing this ¡mínense sum
in the endowment of various institutions, choosing
mainly those smaller colleges of the middle west which
seemed to him to be especially efficient in the upbuilding
of Christian character. It was bis pet fancy to be his
own administrator, and he died a poor man, having
reserved for bis current expenses simply an annuity
which terminated with his death. His name is honored
throughout the country, and his greatest memorial is in
the lives of young men and women who are better able
to prepare themselves for life through the endowments
be made to institutions of learning.

WHAT DETERMINES THE ONSET OF LABOR?

The existence of a chemical correlation between the
mammary glands and the uterus and its appendages has
long been postulated. The modern discussion of hor-
mones has concerned itself with the activators of milk
secretion; and their origin in this case has variously
been ascribed to the placenta, the developing fetus and
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even the uterus. But regarding the stimulus which
incites this latter organ to activity, in other words, which
brings on the onset of labor in the pregnant female, little
is known. Still less can be said with reference to the
precise causes of premature or delayed labor. In con-

nection with experiments on the etiology of milk fever
in caltlo and its relation to human eclampsia which were

recently discussed in Tino Journal,1 llealy and Kastle2
made the observation that pregnant guinea-pigs aborted
after receiving inlraperitoneal injections of the colostrum
of cows. Fresh milk failed to produce abortion after
injection. Wlrether the substance, present in colostrum
but not in milk, and capable of bringing about abortion,
is of the nature of the so-called hormones cannot yet be
stated with any certainly. The fuel that it retains its
potency after being heated to boiling for a short time
indicates (bat it differs from soluble ferments or enzymes
and many toxins. For the moment the classification of
the substance is of secondary consequence. The chief
interest in this announcement centers in the suggestion
of a hitherto unrecognized correlation between the mam-
mary glands and the uterus

—

an indication that the
internal secretion of the mammary gland may stimulate
the mother to labor and thus induce the birth of the
offspring.

Medical News

ALABAMA
New Officers.\p=m-\Marengo County Medical Society: president,

Dr. J. B. Whitfield, Demopolis; secretary, Dr. W. H. Aber-
nethy, Old Spring Hill.

Personal.\p=m-\Dr.William H. Sanders, Montgomery, has been
reelected state health officer. Dr. Sanders, who has been ill
with influenza, is reported to be much better.\p=m-\Dr.T. L.
Robertson, Birmingham, has resigned as a member of the
state board of medical censors.\p=m-\Dr. J. W. Lawrence,
Turkeytown, was kicked by a horse, April 13, fracturing
his collar bone and causing serious bruises on the face and
body.

Home-Coming Week.\p=m-\The"Home-Coming Week" of the
alumni of the School of Medicine of the University of Alabama,
Mobile, will be held May 3-6. An interesting program has
been arranged, both for the reading of papers and in clinical
work. On the first day there will be a symposium on public
health matters and sanitation; on the second day, the Rhett
Goode lecture will be given; on the third day, there will be
ll boat ride to the Eastern Shore of .Mobile Hay or Kort Morgan,
and on the fourth day, the meeting of the State Alumni
Association will be held. The following ollieers were recently
elected: president, Dr. .loba 0. Hush; vice-president, Dr.
Percy O. Chaudron; secretary, Dr. Eugene Thames, and treas-
urer, Dr. Marion J. Bancroft; all of Mobile.

State Association Meeting.—'I'he annual meeting of the
Medical Association of the State, of Alabama was held in
Birmingham, April 17-ln, under the presidency of Dr. Lewis
Coletnan Morris. Birmingham. Resolutions were presented
by Dr. L. (!. Woodson, Birmingham, and adopted by the
association, placing the association on record as giving its
unqualified endorsement to the policy of the Birmingham
Ledger in refusing to receive ipincU medical advertisements.
Mobile was selected as the next place of meeting and the
following ollieers were elected: president, Dr. Harry T. luge,
Mobile) vice-president, Dr. 11. W. Blair, Sheffield; secretary,
Dr. J. Nornient Baker, Montgomery (reeleeted) ; treasurer.
Dr. H. (ï. Perry, Montgomery (reeleeted) ; orator, Dr. Henry
Green, Dothan, and censors, Drs. William II. Sanders, Mobile;
Russell M. Cunningham, Enslcy, and Charles A. Mohr, Mobile.

CALIFORNIA
New Officers.—Sauta Burilara County Medical Society:

president, Dr. Rexwald Brown¡ secretary, Dr. T. A. Stoddnrd,
both of Santa Barbara,

New Hospital.—Dr. II. S. Warren, Coalinga, has purchased
the American Hospital, Coalinga, which will from this time
on be known as the Coalinga (¡encrai Hospital. Dr. Tillotson
is to be retained in charge of the institution.

Anniversary Meeting.—The forty-fourth anniversary of the
founding of the Sacramento Society for Medical Improvement
whs celebrated March 17, with a banquet at the Hotel Sacra-
mento. Dr. George A. White acted ns toastniaster and Dr.
II. L. Nichols, a charter member, and Dr. T. W. Huntington,
San Francisco, were guests of honor.

Personal.—Dr. J. B. Wood, Oakland, was seriously injured
in a collision between his automobile and a railway train at
Emeryville.-Dr. Thomas W. Huntington has resigned from
tlie Health Board of San Francisco.-Dr. S. W. Hopkins,
l.nili, bus been elected medical director of the Grand Army ol
the Republic for the Departments of California and Nevada.

The Battle Against Tuberculosis.—The executive committee
of the State Tuberculosis Commission, headed by Dr. George
11. Kress, Los Angeles, has named a group of fifty citizens— 
more than one-half of whom are from Los Angeles and vicinity
—as niembcrs of ten sub-committees which are to make a

comprehensive report of the conditions in their respective
localities, On the summit of a hill, near Suit Dinius, the largest
tuberculosis sanatorium in the world is planned, to be erected
by the state, at an initial expense of about $lül),000.

Medical Building for Los Angeles.—At, a meeting of medical
men of Los Angeles, April 2, the Los Angeles Medical Associa-
tion Building Company was organized and the following were
elided directors: Drs. II. Bert Ellis, Albert Soilniid, O. 0.
Witherbec, Stanley P. Black, J. R. French, (¡ranville Mae-
Gowaii, John R. Ilaynes, William M. Lewis, C. W. Bryson, 15.
C. Moore and C. II. Whitman. The directors elected Dr. H.
licit Bills, president, and Dr. J. R. French, secretary. It is
proposed to build a twelve-story office building at the corner

of Sixth and Olive Streets for the exclusive use of physicians
and dentists, to cost a million and a hull' dollars. The build-
ing is to have stores on the ground (lour; offices up to the
twelfth Moor and on the twelfth lloor the eluhroonis, museum,
library, etc., of the Los Angeles County Medical Association,
with an amphitheater on the roof, roof-garden and probably
an emergency hospital.

ILLINOIS
New Officers.—Edgar County Medical Society, at Paris,

April 17: presiden!.. Dr. B. I!. K. Williams, secretary-treasurer,
Dr. George 11. Hunt, both of Paris.

Tuberculosis Colony Opened.—The tuberculosis tent colony
at the Oak Forest Infirmary was opened April 24. Twelve
tents are already occupied and others are being prepared.

Chicago
Personal.—Dr. William Lenneker, for more than forty years

a practitioner of Chicago, is reported to be seriously ill at
his home.-Dr. Frank Billings and daughter sail for Europe,
May 22.-Dr. and Mrs. ,15. N. Elliott sailed for Europe,
April 22.

New Lying-in Hospital.- At a meeting of the Mothers' Aid
of the Chicago Lying-in Hospital mid Dispensary, April 24,
it was announced that the association would soon erect an
additional hospital building at Fifty-First Street and Vin-
cennes Avenue, to cost $250,000. The new building will be
five stories in height and will have accommodation for 107
patients.

Postgraduates Banquet.—At the close of n course of post-
graduate study by some eighty-two men fron) various states
in the middle west, they were tendered n banquet by the
faculty of the Chicago Policlinic und Sospital. There were lirst,
a series of surgical clinics, then a reception with addresses by
Dr. John II. Chew, president of the faculty, and by Dr. C. W.
Barrett, with responses by members of the class. It was a

happy occasion. While in Chicago, a number of the members
of the class took occasion to visit the Association building and
to sec some of the details of the various departments.

Medical Reserve Corps Election.—The annual meeting of
the Medical Reserve Corps, U. S. Army. Illinois Division, was
held at the Sherman House, April 2!), Lieutenant Frank Bill-
ings presiding. Lieut-Col, William I!. Bannister, M.C., U.S.
Army, gave an interesting practical talk on the routine of the
officer of the Medical Reserve Corps from the time lie is
called into service until he reaches the front, and his duties
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